
 

If you're a Kannadiga, you will be pleased to know that Olave Mandara is now available on YouTube. This is a movie in which 4
kids in Kannada language travels in the ages of 8000 BC to 2000 AD and learns about Kerala's history by talking to locals and
scientists. It tells the story from the point of view of Kerala. This is one of those rare films which keeps telling us how we
should be proud for being from this place called Kerala. The movie also talks about how Malayalam has become much stronger
than Kannada because it evolved from Sanskrit, unlike its sister language Kannada which emerged out of Telugu-Tamil words
and sounds. After travelling from 8000 BC to 2000 AD, the children make a plan to save the culture and language of Kannada
from getting destroyed. They meet a saint called Adi Shankara. In ancient times, he was also known as "Moola Purusha" or
"First Man". He appears in their dreams and makes them do miracles to wake up everybody who is sleeping in Kannada land.
This movie was released on 2016 August 17, Thursday at Shivajinagar 100 years theatre in Bangalore. It was released by
Sandalwood’s famous Director Sunil Kumar Desai, who is now living in the US with his family. Cast  : Ramesh Aravind,
Karthik Jayaram, Navaneetha Subramaniam, Ishana Sobhan and Vasishta Nair. The movie was released on YouTube in August
2016.Akshaya Dasa and Mayuresh, both fans of Karengada who travelled through the ages to visit Kerala talked about this
amazing experience: "We were watching the theatre and we were wondering what was that film that we were watching? We
finally realized it is a Kannada film that is being screened here in Bangalore. We were like "What is this?". We asked the people
around and they were like "Oh it is a Kannada film". It was named Olave Mandara. We watched it and we were like (voice
breaks) "Oh God, this is amazing". This film should be released in Kerala. We felt we needed to do something about it." "We
asked the organisers and they said we will release it soon in Kerala. (Voice breaks again) This film should be released in
Kerala." "We came to Kerala in August 2016. We made this video showing Keralites that there is a Kannada film that is about
them and they should watch it. It didn’t get the response it deserved in Kerala. (voice breaks again). But we made this video
because we wanted to share the experience with all of you in Kerala." "Our journey in Olave Mandara was amazing. Niranjan,
Ramesh Aravind, who played the Kannadiga kids, was so good. The way he spoke, his expressions were so cute and funny,
super cool.
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